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In a recent paper [4], the author proved a theorem concerning the exist-

ence of a function in a class of entire functions of exponential type which

interpolates a given sequence of complex numbers relative to a given sequence

of linear functionals. We show here that the hypothesis that a certain set is

convex may be weakened. Cases in which the new form of the theorem is

needed are then shown.

1. Modification of the theorem. Let K be the set of all entire functions of

exponential type and let T = j Jz£ ¡ be a sequence of linear functionals de-

fined on K by

(1.1) Xiñ = ¿Jr [ W(t)]"F(t)dt

for some function W regular at the origin with W(0) = 0 and W'(0) ¿¿ 0

where P is the Borel (Laplace) transform of / and r is a simple contour en-

closing all singularities of P. If G is an open connected subset of the plane,

we use K[G] to denote the set of all f in K such that all singularities of F are

contained in G. We say that a sequence j bn } of complex numbers is admissible

for T and K[G] if and only if there exists a function fÇzK[G] such that

-%.(/) = bn (n = 0,1,2, •••)• If the only function in K[G] such that

-%(/) = 0 (n = 0,1,2, • ■ •) is /= 0, then K[G] is called a uniqueness class

for T. Buck [2] proved that if W is regular and univalent on an open

connected set Í2f containing the origin whose image Q», under w = W(f) is star

shaped with respect to the origin, then K[ilt] is a uniqueness class for T.

For fif satisfying the above conditions, the author [4] proved sufficiency

in the following admissibility theorem.

Theorem 1. Let T= j i^„j have a representation (1.1). Let Cf be an open

convex subset of nf containing the origin. Then a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that a sequence { bn j of complex numbers be admissible for the transforma-

tion Tand the class K[Ct] is that b(z) = ^ñ~obnzn be regularat the origin and

have a continuation analytic on 1/C'W, the complement of the image of Cf under

the map t= 1/W(f).
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Buck [3] had proved necessity without the hypothesis that Cf be convex.

We now show that this hypothesis can be weakened to simple connectedness.

To prove sufficiency, given a sequence j bn j of complex numbers such that

6(2) (defined by ^ñ~obnz" and its analytic continuation) is regular on 1/C'W,

a function / was defined by

2wi Je   t
m-7h-\ "-^e^-^ut

¿tri Je   t

where E is a simple contour enclosing l/C'w and is contained in a simply con-

nected region of regularity of b and W_1 is the inverse of W which maps

Qw onto nf. It was then shown that S/n(f) = °n (n = 0,1,2, • • •). The convex-

ity of Cf was used only in showing that the set of singularities of F was con-

tained in Cf, i.e., that/G K[Cf]. We now show that fEK[C^] without as-

suming that Cf is convex, but only that it is simply connected.

The Borel transform F of / is given by

F(f)= re-*f(s)ds
Jo

in a half plane &(i~) > k for some k. For such f, we have

= j_ fftwr re-*esw-Hl/t)dsldt
2*t JE  t    IJo J

where the interchange of the order of integration is justified by the existence

of the  integral

f [Ml f"|e-«vw-1(1")|dsdf.
Je    \t\   Jo '

But wherever the integral fa" e~tsesW'l{llt) ds exists it is the Laplace trans-

form of esW~l{llt) which is l/(f — W~l(l/t)), so substituting this function in

(1.2) gives the desired analytic continuation of F; i.e.

m = éïjEt(!-bw-\i/t))dt

for all f for which this integral exists. Thus F is analytic at least for all f for

which for all t on E, ç ^ W~l(l/t). But E is contained in 1/CW, the image

of Ct under t = 1/W(f). Therefore, if ç G C'r, the complement of Cf, then

for all í on E, j-^W^l/i). Therefore F is regular on C¡ or all of the singu-

larities of F are in Cf; i.e., /G/f[Cf]. Thus the hypothesis that C{ is con-

vex is unnecessary.
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2. Difference functionals with complex ß. In the special cases of transforma-

tions T having a representation (1.1) which have been most commonly

studied (e.g., Newton, Stirling, and Abel functionals), the function W is an

entire function. To find as large a uniqueness class A"[iîf] as possible, one

determines a domain fif containing the origin on which W is univalent whose

image fif under the map W is star shaped with respect to the origin and such

that W is not univalent on any open set G which properly contains Í2f. Then

K[G] is not a uniqueness class for T since W(oi) = Wia2) implies iz^n(ea,i) =

Jzfnte"22) (re = 0,1,2, • • •) [5]. In applying Theorem 1, one of the most inter-

esting choices of the set Cf is the whole set fif. In most special cases studied,

a set fif determined in the manner described above is convex, so that the

admissibility theorem as previously proved could be applied to obtain an

admissibility condition for T and ¿C[í2¡-]. In fact, the author knows of no

published results in which this is not the case. We give now a class of trans-

formations T for which sets ßf are not convex.

Let j $¿n j be the sequence of functionals given by

<Sn(f) - Anfißn) - ¿ ( - l)n+* (1)f{ßn + k)

where ß is a parameter. These have a representation (1.1) with W(f) =

e"f(ef — 1). Uniqueness classes have been given for ß 2: 0, ß 2» — 1, and ß =

— 1/2 [ 1, p. 34]. In all of these cases fif is convex. We study certain cases of

complex ß with nonzero imaginary part and obtain nonconvex Qf.

If ß is real, then ßn + k is real for all integers re and k, so that the dif-

ferences A"f(ßn) are determined entirely by the behavior of/on the real axis.

If ß is nonreal, then ßn + k in = 0,1,2, • • ■ ; k = 0,1, • • -, re) lie in the closed

sector bounded by 0 = arg/3 and 9 = arg iß + 1). Thus the values of A"/(/3re)

are influenced by the values of / at points distributed over this sector. For

example, if ß = i, ßn + k in = 0,1,2, • ■ • ; k = 0,1, • • -, re) are the lattice

points in the closed sector with boundary 6 = jr/4 and 6 = ir/2. From this

one might expect larger uniqueness classes for nonreal ß than for real ß, but

this is not the case. For example, if ß = 0, the class of all f"G K of type less

than 7T is a uniqueness class for ÍA"/(0)}, but if ß = ¿, the class of all f ÇzK

of type less than p cannot be a uniqueness class for {A"/(¿re) j if

p>|(-log2) + ¿7r/4| «.85,

the modulus of the zero of W nearest the origin.

For ß complex there is symmetry about the real axis, i.e., if WßiC)

= eBtieí-l), then

W-ß(f) = e*V- 1) = ew(ef - 1) = W„(f).
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Thus if Ws maps a set fif one to one onto a star shaped set, then Wß maps

the conjugate of fif one to one onto a star shaped set. Thus we need con-

sider only values of ß in the upper half plane. We give uniqueness and ad-

missibility results for ß = ci and ß = — (1/2) 4- ci, c real.

1. ß = ci, c> 0. To determine a set Qt on which W(Ç) = ecis(e! - 1) is

univalent, we find the zeros of W(f) to be

f, = log (c/VU + c2)) + ¿(tandil/e) + 2m<)        in = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • •)

where principal values of log and tan"1 are taken. Thus all zeros of W have

real part log (c/\/(l 4- c2)) < 0. If we let wn = W(Ç„), then wn = e'^Wo, so

that all wn have the same argument which is

clog ic/VH + c2)) + arg( - 1 + ci).

We denote this argument by a.

Solving arg(cclf(ef — 1)) = o, we obtain

(1) y = (a — ex) — sin-1(e"*sin(a — ex))

for some choice of sin"1 such that

(2) e^cosfsin'^e^sinia — ex))] ^ cos(« — ex)

as necessary and sufficient conditions on a point f = x 4- iy in order that its

image have argument a. Let C0 denote the curve in the half plane x ^ -^(fo)

given by (1) taking principal value of inverse sine. It can be shown that the

points on C0 satisfy (2), that t0 is on C0, and that C0 is mapped one to one

onto the ray ra = \peM\p ^ \w0\ }. Since arg W(Ç— 2iri) = arg W(f) and

| W(t - 2iri) | = e2"\ W(f) |, translating C0 by -2tt¿ gives a curve C_x which

is mapped one to one onto (p^Ip ^ \w-X\ }. Since W is entire, there exists a

curve T joining f0 and f_i which is mapped one to one onto the line segment

from w0 to iü_j. It can be shown that the region bounded by C0U TU C_i

and containing the origin is mapped one to one onto the w plane minus ra.

We take this region as Qf.

Since C0 and C_x are asymptotic to y = a — ex and y = a — ex — 2ir re-

spectively as x—> 4- oo, and f_i on the boundary of fif is not contained in the

strip between these asymptotes, fif is not convex. Since angles are doubled at

£_!, the curves C_i and T meet at right angles there. Graphing shows that

Í2f resembles a lengthwise cross section of an upside down canoe of infinite

length.

The set Q'w, the complement of the image of fif under w = ecli(e{ — 1) is

the ray j w = pe""\p ^ | u;0| }; so we can apply the new form of Theorem 1 to

conclude that given a sequence {bn j of complex numbers, there exists a func-

tion / in K[ü(] such that Anf(ci) = bn(n = 0,1,2,- • •) if and only if
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biz) = ¿ bnz"

is analytic at the origin and can be continued to the closed line segment from

the origin to wo1.

For example, if ß = i, then wo1 = pe1" where p = exp((7r/4) + (1/2) log 2)

« 3.10 and 6 = (-3t/4) + log 2.
2. ^ = (-1/2) + ci, c> 0. If W(i) = eli~m+el,tie! - 1), then W'(f„) = 0

for f„ = 2i(tan_1(l/2c) + rex), principal value of inverse tangent, re = 0, ± 1,

± 2, • • ■. The points fB are mapped by W into points

wn = ¿j2(- 1)B(1 + 4c2)(- 1/2) • exp[-2c»x - 2c tan"1(l/2c)]|.

Solving &i Wix + ¿y)) = 0, besides the solution x = 0 which is not useful

for our purpose, we obtain the relation

(3) y = 2tan 1[tanh(x/2)tan((ir/2) - ex)].

It can be shown that for every choice of the value of inverse tangent,

&(W(x + ¿y)) does equal zero. If (x,y) satisfies (3), then i — x,y) does also.

Let C0 be the curve satisfying (3), symmetric with respect to the imaginary

axis, and for x > 0 having inverse tangent chosen as follows:

Letp be defined by p = (?r/2) — ex (mod27r) and 0 ^ p < 27r.For positive

x, 0 < tanh(x/2) < 1. Therefore, for each x > 0, there exists a unique num-

ber q in the same quadrant as p such that tang = tan[tanh(x/2)tanp].

Choose tan^[tanh(x/2)tan((ir/2) - ex)} = U/2) - ex + iq - p). For x = 0,

choose y to make C0 continuous there.

Then y is a continuous function of x except possibly at values of x for

whichp = 0, ir/2, », or 37r/2. But, except for the case of x approaching zero,

asp approaches any of these values from either side, q approaches p, so y is

continuous at these points also. Since for 0 < x < w/c, principal value of

inverse tangent was taken, and since lim <0[tanh(a:/2)tan((ir/2) - ex)]

= l/(2c), we have y(0) = 2tan '(l/(2c)); so f0 lies on C0. The part C0+ of

C0 in the right half plane contains no zeros of W and since it maps into a

ray, the mapping is one to one. Since | Wix + ¿y) | increases unboundedly

with x for x ^ 0, the image of Qf is jiy|y= |uj0| }. We have W( —f)

= — WiÇ), so the part of C0 in the left half plane is mapped one to one onto

the same ray. We also have W(f + 2re7ri) = (-l)"e~*",V(f); so if we let

C_i be the curve obtained by translating C0 by — 27ri, then C_i is mapped

two to one onto the ray {¿y|y = — e2,rC|£¿>o| \.

We take the region containing the origin and bounded by C0 U C_j as Qf.

It can be shown that this region is mapped one to one onto the w plane minus

the parts of the imaginary axis from w0 to ¿œ and from w_y to — i°°. Since

C0is asymptotic toy = -k — 2c|x| and C_, is asymptotic to y = — ir — 2c|x|,
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Í2f is not convex. It resembles a cross section of a metal rod of infinite

length bent over a person's knee.

Again, we obtain immediately that K[Qt] is a uniqueness class for

\ Anf((-1/2)+ci) \

and that for a given sequence \bn\ of complex numbers, there exists a func-

tion / in K[Qe] such that A"/(( - 1/2) + ci) = bn (n = 0,1,2, •••), if and

only if the function b(z) = X^-o^z" is analytic at the origin and can be con-

tinued to the closed interval of the imaginary axis from w0~l to wz\. For

example, if c = 1/2, this is the interval from - (1/y/2) e'/4i to (l/\/2) e_3w4i

which is approximately the interval [—1.54¿, .067¿].

3. Lidstone functionals. The Lidstone functionals given by Jzf^f) = fi2n)(0)

and -£4>+i(/) = /(2n)(l) (n = 0,1,2, ■••) do not have a representation (1.1),

so that the theorems used up to this point do not apply, but the methods

used in proving those theorems can be modified to obtain uniqueness and

admissibility results. If fif is taken as the f plane cut from tti to t'œ and from

— tti to — ¿oo along the imaginary axis, then /i[°.f] is a uniqueness class for

j Jz^j [2]. Since the set fif is not convex, the admissibility result for { Jzf„}

and/C[of] obtained previously [4], gave only a necessary condition. To obtain

a sufficient condition, it was possible to deal only with sets Cf which were

convex subsets of fif having the property that zECt implies (— z) ECC.

By making the same modification in the proof as was made in Theorem 1,

the hypothesis of convexity of C( can again be removed and we can give the

following necessary and sufficient condition for admissibility for { ¿fn j and

Jf[Or]:
Given a sequence \bn\ of complex numbers, there exists a function /ÇX[o,]

such that /<2n)(0) - b^, fm(l) = b^+i (n = 0,1,2, • ■ •), if and only if the

function b(z) = ^ñ=obnzn is analytic at the origin and can be continued to the

interval [—*/*, t/ir] of the imaginary axis.

Proof of sufficiency. Let b(z) (again defined by ^ñ=obnzn and its analytic

continuation) be regular on a simply connected domain R containing

[ — i/ir, if w]. Let

¿ttl    ,/R t

sinh[(l -z)/t]       sinh(z/f)

sinh(l/í) isinhd/0
dt

where Eisa simple contour contained in R, encloses the interval [— i/x, iw],

and is symmetric with respect to the origin. This is possible since [ — i/w, i/ir]

is symmetric with respect to the origin. Then f{2n)(0) = b2n and /(2n) (1)

= í>2b+i (« = 0,1,2, •••) [4]. We can write
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and, as in the proof of Theorem 1, for &it) sufficiently large,

™ = M 2j^míVsí[ea~s)/t - e~a~s)/t+eS/t/t - e's,t/t¥sdt

1f w  rei/i   ei/' i   i_i   ~l
27TÍ J£2rsinh(l/r)U+l/i     f - 1/í+ t(f-(1/0)     t(t + (1/0) _T'

which gives the analytic continuation of F to any simply connected region,

containing the point at infinity, on which the integral exists. Since E encloses

[—i/w, i/w], t and sinh (I/O are nonzero for all t E E. Therefore, the integral

exists for all f such that for all t £#, f ^ ±l/r. Since E is symmetric with

respect to the origin, this is the set of all f for which for all t E E, f ?¿ 1/í.

If f EQf, then (1/f) E [ - »/»,»/«■]., so that i^l/t for every í ££. Thus

P is regular on fij or / E K[ tit].
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